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Walt Disney lends a hand to Shakespeare
by Audrea Huff
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The Orlando Shakespeare Festival, an
affiliate ofthe UCF, received a $7,500 Special Judges Award from the Walt Disney
World Company in it.s annual Community
Service Awards.
Mark W. Garrett, the irnmediat.e past
president ofthe festival's board ofdirectors,
said it was a privilege to rereive the needed

money. "We appreciat.e the judges' recognition of our achievement," Garrett said
TheSpecialJudgesAwardof$7,500was
accepted by the three-year--0ld Orlando
Shakespeare Festival, a non-profit organization. Festival PublicityDirecror PegJones
said the festival's contributions to the community included giving 25 pe~nt of its
seats, or 5,000 seats per season, to the
community free of charge to groups otherwise unable to attend the la .

Senate confi rn1s
• •
conumss1oners

tlli7~~~~~~~~~5JEZ:z;;;Zif:TI:-:mri

same services it has provided in the past
Disney spokeswoman Sarona
Soughers said each year more than
$320,000is given through service awards
for Orange, Seminole and Osceola County
non-profit organizations. Seven local
business leaders are chosen to be judges
for the annual event, and awards are
given to groups in several categories
including cultural, educational and special health services.

Dana Johnson replaces Kim Atwood
as chief election commissioner
•

..

by Jennifer M. Burgess
STAFF REPORTER

The SG Senate confirmed two election
commissioners and a new chief election commissioner Sunday.
Government
DanaJohnson, who was an election commissioner during the spring, was confirmed
as chief election commissioner for this semester.
Johnson said her experience on the orientation team has
taught her the necessary leadership and organization skills for
the position of chief election commissioner.
"I've enjoyed elections in the spring and I'm qualified,"
Johnson told senate.
Johnson will replace Kim Atwood, who attracted controversy
when senators complained that she was paying too much
attention to her personal life on the job.
Election statutes will not allow a student to serve on the
election commission for more than four semesters, and Atwood
has served the limit. But, she said earlier this week, she intends
to help the election commission install a new Scan-Tron system
for votin_g this year.
Amy Burger said that as an election commissioner she would
COMMISION continued page 3

UC F's chapter of Young Democrats consider their award the culmination of a lot of
hard work and ambitious projects. (Justin e• .t.1FuruRE)

Young Deinocmts best in state
by Ann Marie Sikes
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF chapter of the
Young Democrats received the
award for Most Outstanding
College Chapter of the Year
last month.
The award was presented
by the Florida Young Democrats, the club's parent organization.
Among those who attended
the awards ceremony, held at
the Democratic State Convention held this year in Polk
County, were State Commissioner of Education Betty Castor, Congressman Jim
Bachhus (R), Florida Young
Democrats president John
Parker and other local political figures.
President David Bass said
the award represents the culmination ofa year ofhard work
and determination.
Bass recalled how only last

CLASSIFIEDS page 4

year, the UCF College Democrats had received the award
for Best New Club.
Bass explained that during
the club's first active year, he
and his 19-member club have
taken part in many activities
such as food drives throughout
the year, clean-up projects in
the surrounding Orlando area,
volunteering in this year's
Florida Democratic Party Convention and organizing voter
registrati'on drives.
"Two of our club members
held delegate status at the
Democratic National Convention this year," said Bass.
Three others held delegate status at the Florida convention
in 1991.
Holly Ramsey and Trace
Trylko represented the Florida
Young Democrats at the national convention this year.
Trylko, studert affairs vice
president and former president
of the UC~ chapter of Young

Democrats, explained that
Ramsey and himself were the
youngest and second youngest
delegates present, respectively.
Trylko added that while at
the convention this year,
Ramsey received the opportunity to introduce fonner-presiden ti al candidate Paul
Tsongas to the audience.
Trylko explained that the
Young Democrats plan another
productiveyearthisyear. They
will be taking part in the Outreach Program, working to station students in high schools
and colleges to promote the
Clinton/Gore ticket, and on
several other activities.
"We like to mix political ac~.: v~ties, community service and
social activities in our club,"
he said.
One item that is definitely
on this club's agenda is increasing its visibility on campus,
Bass said.
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\~~1\\~,~~\~~I AT&T Calling Card can take you home.
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If you get your Calling Card now, your first
.Wt ·&~=
It's also the least expensive way to
·;·;,-==·:,.,.,·,·:·=;·,.· .,~~:-~;1~ti?-,;::r, ~ call will be free:* And you'll become a member of
call state-to-state on AT&T, when you can't dial ::··~·~-- ::r.~J}:;;:::~:~:~::~ . : AT&T Student Saver Plus, a program of products
direct. With the new AT&T Call and Save Plan, :/a·~~~-~ '.-~M ~t~~:J.- ;_ ·j~..
and services that saves students time and money.
you'll get special discounts on AT&T Calling Card calls:
All of which makes the AT&T Calling Card out of
And once you have your card, you'll never need to apply
this world.
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To get an A1Ba' Calling Card for off-campus calling, call 1800 654-0471 Ext. 850.
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Committee gets fust·student chair
DiBona heads parking and traffic committee; appoints SG colleagues as members
by JennHer M. Burgess
STAFF REPORTER

•

.
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Forthefirsttimein UCFshisto:ry,
a student has been appointm as chairperson ofthe Parking and Traffic Committee.
Jason DiBona, student body president, received the appointment as chairman to the 10-member committee.
The oommittee also oonsist.s of faculty,
staff, and student& DiBona said he would
select Student Body Vice President Mark
Dogoli and Student Government Director
ofPublic.Relations Chris Marlin as student
membersoftheoommi~,although members don't have to belong to SG.
The committee decides on all matters regarding parking and traffic on
campus.

"It's one of the true working commitDiBona also would like to develop a
tees on campus," said John Bolte, direc- special decal for the students living on
tor of administration and finance..
Greek Row and who will be living in the
Earlier this week, ~~~~~~~~~ new apartment-style dorDiBona said he plans to set
mitories on campus.
"It's one of the
more stringent timelin
· es for
According to DiBona, a
true working
parking sticker for these
goalsandobtainfundingfor
new parking lots and possistudents that can be used
committees ... ,, oncampusonlyafter5p.m.
bly a parking garage.
would free 300 to 400
DiBona said he will have
to research the possibility of
spaces.
• John Bolte
"We need incentives to
leasing a parking garage.
He said the university could
ADMINISTRATOR
keep those cars off campay offthe garage in install- • • • • • • • • • pus," DiBona said.
ments. But there could be hindrances,
He said the money from those special
since the state does not like to make decals would go into a fund to add addimajorpurchases through leasing, he said. tional lighting, paid parking lots and
"I don't think all options have been road construction to Greek Park and the
explored," he said.
area near the apartment-style dormito-

ries of campus.
Di Bona
also said
that he will
also continue to object to parking sticker price increases.
"There was absolutely no tangible
value for the parking decal increase,"
DiBona said.
DiBona said that the increase has
made the parking decal too expensive
for some students and staff to buy.
"There are some staff members who
can't even afford to buy them right now
that I know," he said, although he didn't
name them.

N ODtraditiODal student at UCF

takes steps to help others like her
concerns and point
them in the right diSTAFF REPORTER
rection."
Edwards is curWhen Gina Edwards came back to college
after 10 years, she discovered that there were rently working as a
no services for non-traditional students on student assistant
campus.
gatherWhen Edwards asked someone ~~~~~~~~~ ing inin administration if there was a
"You couldn't formaplace for non-traditional students
tion to
to seek advisement, she was told
find someone support
to buy a catalog. She found nothbetter ... ,,
h e r
claim
inggearedspecificallyforstudents
who had just returned to school.
that their is a need for a non-tradi• Chris Marlln tional student advocate at UCF.
After feeling "like the new kid
on the block," Edwards submitted ~
SG SPOKESMAN
She has sent a random survey
to 1,200 non-traditional students,
a proposal to Student Body President Jason DiBona suggesting the • • • • • • • • • a term she defines as "anyone who
creation of a non-traditional student advocate has interrupted their education for any period
of time."
position on campus.
Edwards said she plans to have her research
Most of the programs are geared toward
and final proposal for the position sometime in
younger traditional students, she said.
Edwards, 32, said older students ·need ser- November.
vices like a mentor program to give assistance
Chris Marlin, student government director
with arranging a class schedule and network- of public relations, said an advocate for noning.
traditional students will give them a voice in
She also· thinks non-traditional students SG. He said that not enough attention has been
needan organization on campus that serves given to the needs of the non-traditional stutheir needs.
dent.
"Demographically you couldn't find some one
Edwards said this organization could serve
as a social outlet for the students who feel more appropriate for the job," Marlin said.
Edwards said her main objective is to get
isolated, and provide a place to voice their
concerns.
non-traditional students involved in all the
Edwards said she would like to "not only be different aspects of campus life as well as to
able to represent their[non-traditional stu- make them feel more welcome.
"This is their campus too," she said.
dents] needs, but to be able to address their
by Jennifer M. Burgess

•

Mike Mathera and Greg Crocker slave over a hot grill
during Fellowhip of Christian Athletes' annual cookout
kickoff. (Mlc..el C.Hoot;FUTUAE)

COMMISSION
FROM PAGE 1
prefer to warn candidates committing election violations
rather than immediately report them and hold hearings
deciding on punishment.
Burger said she would visit
clubs on campus and talk to
students about elections in an
effort to increase voter turnout.
Burger said that her previous election experience consists of running student government elections in high
school.
Burger told the senate that
the organization skills she had
learned as a member ofUCF's
orientation tt:am would benefit the election process.
Tracy Lee Coleman said that
the pressure she has handled
as a peer advisor during add/
drop and registration has pre-

pared her for the position of
election commissioner.
Coleman has been a peer
advisor for three years, has
served on Zeta Tau Alpha's
judicial board and is currently
the Panhellenic Service Chairwoman.
Petitions for senate can be
picked up in the SG office in
the Student Center through
next Friday. Prospective senators can declare their candidacies Sept 7-lOfrom 9 a.m. to 5
p.m.
Got an opinion?

Get paid for it!
At the Future. we'll give you more
than a penny for your thoughts. We
arc in need of L"l>llllllentary writers a'
well as editorial cartooni-;h. Po-;itions
arc a\'ailahlc now and in the fall.
If you have an opinion to express. cm
write or draw. and are depcndahle.
call us at X23-(1.W7 or vi-. it our trailer
behind the former art dome-; off of
Libra Drive.

We'll make your two-cents
worth more.

The Central Florida Future

GREEK colNER
Attention Brothers: You're doing a great
jobll Keep it up! Attention Everyone:
RUSH party Thurs. Sept 3, Heather
Glen Apts 7pm. All business majors
welcome I
P.S. Rice and Beans anyone??!!
Glad to be a brother! AK'P#1
KAPPA DELTA
Hey Ka LADIES welcome back to the
fall semester. Congrats to our new Ka
lady pledges. Busride w/ATO on Sat.
Get excited! Football & volleyball starts
soon. Happy Labor Day wkend!
DELTA SIGMA Pl
Welcome back Deltasigsl Hope you had
a great Summer. Remember tonight we
have Dr. John Hitt President of UCF
speaking at 7pm in the presidents board
room in the Adm Building.
PHI DELTA THETA
Congrats to all fraternities a~d
sororities for a great RUSH. Dke1a
induction Thur. nits 7 pm. Tail-gate party
with alumni Sat. Phi Delt-Brotherhood,
not a neighborhood.

September 3, 1992

Orientation meeting Wednesday 919 @
6pm in BA 134 ALL MAJORS
WELCOME. Learn to run a business.
Improve your resume. Free drink &
food 299-5545.
BIENVENIDO LATINO!
HASA has its first meeting TODAY at
5:00 in the SOL.
NOFALTES
Clinton/Gore in '92
Are you a student for Clinton/Gore?
Join UCF College Democrats Tues.
6pm SC 214 or call Holly 658-0881.
Don't forget-initiation is Friday at 7pm
in HPB 260. And the around the world
party following at the house 9pm.
Thought for the week is PARKING. "I
don't have any trouble parking at UCF,
I drive a forklift"

ROOMMATES
FN/S serious minded $300/mo + util
call/ leave message 699-7824
Female rm mate: share 3br/2bth house
w/pool near Or1 Fashion Sq Mall $200
month + 1/2 utilities 896-3946 leave
message
Female roommate needed to share 3br/
2ba house N/S, Jr/Sr/Grad $250 + 1/3
util Call 365-1970.

FOR RENT

Pioneer SX535 receiver $30, Technics
M24 cass. deck $40, obo Dave
365-1741.

Free Apartment Locator Service
Rates-Availability-Specials
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

486-SX 25MHz IBM clone, 130MB HD,
4MB RAM, 1.2 or 1.44 FD, color VGA
monitor, tower case, mouse $995 Call
6n-1121.

Apt for rent 2/2 Great location, wal.~ to
UCF, oversized bedrooms, w/d, ceiling
fan, $450/mo call Jerry 321-7343 or
643-3320 beeper.
*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967
2 br 2 ba townhouse for rent, walking
distance to campus. Available Now.
$450 David 249-2865
UCF/Tuscawilla Area Large bedroom
with pvt bath, king waterbed, huge
closets. Spacious split plan, unique exec
home surrounded by trees. Phone,
washer/dryer; convenient UCF. Atty
seeks responsible, independent, animal
loving person, female preferred. $~95
plus 1/4 utilities. Great opportunity.
366-6979
For rent 1 bedroom 1 bath furnished
Apt $350 a month. Walking distance to
UCF 363-5636
For rent 2 bedroom 1 bath apt $440 a
month Walking distance to UCF
363-5636

SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON
Congrats new studs. IAE presents a
ranigan production-BUUFROG Sat.
after the game. Whars BULLFROG you
ask. Here's a few
10. r.AE tradition
9. I don't remember
8. I did what/her?
7. You're not on the guest list, see ya!
6. Thars BULLFROG
5. I still don't remember what happened
4. It's a babe fest
3. I can't believe I did the walk of shame
2. I remember last year-UCF police
1. Welcome ladies of the row.
.MA-Lets start early-busride

Need adult male rmate Hawelle Branch
and 436. $285 ele included please call
Mike 679-3222.

212 1/2 TH in Cambridge Circle, very
close to UCF, fully equipped kitchen,
wash/dry, excellent shape, quiet, must
see, 12030 Tift Circle, call 677-8256

Female to share 3bdr 2bath home 2
miles to UCF, complete privacy, cable,
phone, ac, wash/dryer in home, garage,
$260 plus 1/2 utilities Call 671-9607.

212 duplex, wash/dry, shed, driveway,
yard, good cond. Available Sept 1 7082180.

CLUB INFO

Country living on 40 acres 4br 2ba.
Room $250 + 1/3 utl, deposit $125 +
Ref. Available immed. Quiet area
366-6453.

SWAT
Student Wellness Advocate Team
would like to remind you about the BBQ
tonight. All current members and
anyone interested in joining SWAT is
welcome. Call 823-5841 4 more info.
MOO DUK KWAN
Moo Duk Kwan- Tae Kwon Do Club:
Beginner classes starting todayl Open
house Sept 1, 8i;>m in Arena, Sept 3,
8 pm in EducaliOn MPR. For info call
380-6107 or 671-5406.

or:

Roomates needed 3/2 house 1 mile
from UCF $250/mo plus 1/3 utilities
Available immediately-house includes
everything Call 679-1537.

3 bedroom 2 bath $250/mo + part
utilities. Univ Blvd + Goldenrod call Bill
at 277-7717.
M/FNS needed to share 2br/2bh,furn
lux apt, in Mission Bay. $375/mo incls
mstrbr w/own bh, w/d, fireplc, + more!
Call Heather 12-6 at 657-7070.
2 roommates needed. 4/2 house m/f
nonsmoker, 2 miles from UCF. Master
br private bath $275/mo. Bedroom/share
bath $225/mo. Also 1/3 utilities. Deposit required. Available immediately. Call
277-71p2 for info.

The Entreprenuers Club is holding an

2/2 apt 1mi from UCF Dishwasher, fans,
washer/dryer $450 365-7532

2 bedroom 2 bath duplex. Walk to UCF.
$460/month. Call 281-6545.

FOR SALE
For sale- Fuji, 12-sp, bicycle, red. Also
has aero bars and distance/mph
computer. Excellent condition $195.
Smith-corona electric typewriter $85.
Call 381-4498
Weight bench/leg attach $75, iron
weights $35, large scuba fins-new $35
Jeff 249-0816 eves. 823-5340 day.
UCF/Ginger Creek-3/2, spit plan, eat in
kitchen, vaulted ceilings, lg fenced yard,
screen porch, nicely landscaped, on cul
de sac, assume no qualifying 79,900
Call 249-0651.

Super single waterbed $50, desk $40,
sofa & loveseat $150, book shelf $15,
single bed $20, double bed $30, and
much morel Call 381-2658
Waterbed-queen w/mattress, heater,
padded rails. Dark wood w/bed posts
$225 obo. Call 365-5652 or x5970.
3br/2ba 1 1/2 mi. from UCF $99,500
657-6737.
Commordor 64 computer with disk drive,
color monitor, printer, etc. $600 obo.
Call Emma 366-8989.

AUTOS
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$22. 17/hr professional company seeks
students to sell popular college "party"
t-shirts (includes tyedyes) Choose from
12 designs. 1991-92 average $22.17/
hr sales over twice average first month.
Orders shipped next day. Work on
consignment wino obligation or
purchase for $5.95-up (VISA/MC
accepted)
Call
free
anytime
1-800-733-3265
Servers wanted for dinner at sorority
house. Call 9-5 Mrs. Singer 273-2603.
Meals provided in return for service.
Telephone sales reps-Ticketmaster.
Clear, pleasant speaking voice.
Excellent communication skills. Will
train. Bilingual a Plus. Apply ~t 225
E. Robinson St. #355 9-5 Mon-Fn.
Fluent spanish speaker needed to tutor
young Elem Sch Tch. $10-12 per/hr
native speaker pref. Please call Joshua
628-9302 Spm-11.
English or Journalism
Major for edit-rewrite project.
Flexible hours 331-3665.

Nissan Sentra '84 Good condition $1800
call after 6pm 657-5183

Waitress needed-pay $5/hr
Friendly environment, free meals on
the house after a hard working day.
Please call or stop by for more info.
Loon Hua Chinese Restaurant 1202 N.
Semoran Blvd 275-ons.

1983 Plymoth Colt 108k, 35mp~, runs
good, good tires, slvr w/burg interior
$800 phone 677-8839 or 823-591 o

Karaoke showhosts wanted-must have
good singing voice and a wild &crazy
personality! Call 423-9003.

GOVERNMENT SEIZED vehicles from
$100. Fords, Mercedes, Corvettes,
Chevys, Surplus, Buyers Guide.
1-805-962-8000 ext S-4628

Don't be an unhappy whopper flopper.
Part-time help wanted 4 miles from UCF
flexible hrs, air conditioned office, eam
$4.35 to $9.00 hour, limited openings
Call671-4111.

'91 Carnero RS, V8, AC, Pro stereo,
alarm, 31 k miles, $9500 call Bill
679-6123

1988 Ford Escort Wagon. Well
maintained. Excellent condition. AIC, 4
speed, $4000 or best offer. Call
886-9316.
'91 Toyota Supra, Targa top, 10 kmile,
like new $22k Call 277-9999.
For sale-Honda Prelude, '84 silver o
speed, sunroof $2800 obo. Call
381-2658.

HELP WANTED
Greeks & Clubs Raise A Cool $1000
In just one week! Plus $1000 for the
member who calls! And a free
headphone radio just for calling
1-800-932-0528 ext 65
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENTFisheries. Earn $5000+/month. Free
transportation! Room & Board! Male or
Female. For employment program call
1-206-545-4155 ext A5418

Bevreyou
dirrect. ..

TYPISTS
WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538

WORDMASTERS 277-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast*Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.50/ 678-6735
Laura's Typing SVC Wordperfect 5 1
free pickup+ de! notary 696-2611
Five years typing for UCF students.
Call Nancy 740-5592.

c

'Why should ~ou ha\'e to mutilate and kill anurntls
to study them? You don't.
For more infr>m1ation ahoul humane alrernati\'es
to animal dissection in cla...,srooms.
CALL TOLL-FREE

DISSECTION HOU/NE
1-800-922-FROG
. I student rm/reach /JnJ}ffl oftlw . 11/IJllfll f.(c:al /J~'/i•n.,e I 11nd
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Hmtory prof is fust-time author
end ofthe first Reconstruction we finally got the~
Americanpopulationfrandrised[ablet.ovote],"Stem
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
said "I wanted t.oknowwhatcreated political change
UCF political science professor Mark Stem re- when dealing with hard conflict issues and what
cently published his first book, "Calculating Vi- makesusdealwiththem-theconditionsandforcesin
sions," a book dealing with the Civil Rights move- society that create change."
ment in America. during the 1960s.
Stern believes that a combination of public and
The Civil Rights movement trans- ~~~~~~~~~ private interests moves politicians to
formed racial relationships, according
vote the way they do.
"'Ca1'cu 'at1'ng
to Stem, marking the beginning of an
Agreatdealoftimeandeffortwent
erain which wenolongerquestion the
Visions' is a
into the writing of "Calculating Virights of ~Americans to equal citi·
b .
sions."Sourcesforthebookrangefrom
7.enship."
superi piece... ,, originalarchivalmaterialstopel'SQnal
interviews conducted by the author to
The Kennedy.Johnson era was the
period of greatest social change since
• Trevor Colburn oral histories, other interviews, public
the Depression, Stem said in his book.
documents,. and selected books, arThe ideas for medicare and equal opHISTORY PROFESSOR
ticles and unpublished materials. It
portunities fur education and employ~kSternsevenyearst.oresearchand
ment came out of this period.
write the book.
Trevor Colboum, a histo:ry professor at UCF,
However, the 1960s was not only a period of
increasing equality and individual rights, but the worked closely with Stem by providing criticism
I beginning of the people's mistrust in government. throughout the years. "Calculating Visions' is a suThe people resented the government's secrecy, espe- perb piece of work," said Colboum. "It has excellent
cial1y quring the Vietnam War.
research and it is ve:ry well written and ve:ry well
Stem, who is also director ofthe honors program, organized."
first came up with the idea t.o write his book while
Stem will lecture on the book at 10 a.m. Sept.
reviewingaseriesofstatisticalstudiesontheimpact 12 at the Orlando Public Library downtown.
oftheVotingRightsActonblackvotinginthesouth
"We are looking forward t.o having him," said
and on how senat.ors and congressmen were chang- Orange County Librmy System spokeswoman Sally
ingtheirvotes in response to black voting.
F:ry. "He has a timely topic."
"I wanted t.o understand why 90 years after the
by Rosibel Monserrate
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For All Your
Eye Care Needs.
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CASSELBERRY
Satellite Office

Complete Eye Exams
Contact Lenses
Prescription Glasses
Sunglasses

l

200Jo OFF EYEWEAR FOR
ALL UCF STUDENTS
2911 Red Bug Road• Casselberry• (407) 695-2020
Major Credit Cards Accepted
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SG confirms
Garcia as justice
by Jennifer M. Burgess
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Edward Garcia was confirmed as a judicial council justice at the SG Senate meeting
Swiday.
Garcia is a recent transfer
student from
Hillsborough
j --;1
Community ilk~ .
.
~
:
' I '°!.f
~ ?~ ...r
College, . 1~ «.!"
r- ·
where he was · .... ·.",·" ~~"{
/
a
senator " · ~ Student
maintaining
G~vernment
a3.6GPAHe
was recommended favorably by
the Elections and Appointment
Committee, although members
noted they were concerned that
he was overqualified and were
afraid he wouldn't complete the
two year term.
"I don't think that's a reason
to vote down the decision. I think
that'sjustwhatthejudicialcouncil needs," Garcia said.
"It's very rare that we have a
high power person for a justice
position," said Carlos Davila,
chiefjustice of the judicial coun-
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There's a lot more than a great
calculator waiting for you when
you purchase an HP 48SX or an
HP 488 between June 1, 1992,
and October 31, 1992. You'll get

a bonus book that's good for free
software, a free PC link cable
and hundreds of dollars back
on applications-like electrical
and mechanical engineeringmemory cards, training tools,
games, and HP's infrared printer.
It's a really big offer. Worth more
than $500. And it's going to
make your HP 48 calculator even
more valuable to you. The free
serial cable lets you exchange
information with your PC. And
the free software disk lets you
enter and plot equations easily,
do 3D plotting, and analyze
polynomials.
1992 Hewie t Padran:I C~>mpany

PG 12211313

Beyond all the bonuses, you '11
have the right calculator for
your most challenging classes.
HP 48 calculators have over
2100 built-in functions and
offer a unique combination of
graphics and calculus.
Head over to the campus hookstore now. After all, you d, H t't
see this kind of deal every day.
HP calculators. The best for
your success.

F//~ HEWLETT
~e. PACKARD

Garcia said that as a justice
he would be impartial, responsible, and take all conditions
int.o account when judging a
case.
Garcia said he feels a justice
:is a critical person "who takes
:into account the situation, evidence~ facts, and makes a deci1sion." He was good for the job, he
:said, because he is "very deltailed and organized."
1 ..--~~~~~~~~~-

I

We're Desperate
Take advantage of us!
We are in need of a Production
Assistant at The Central Florida
Future. If you have Macintosh
experience, we love you .. If you
just want to work at a newspaper, we stm like you a Jot.
Call us at 823-6397 or visit our
trailer behind the former art
domes off of Libra Drive.

Please don't keep us
(..~aiting.
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SG elections should
be treated as a wann-

up for November
n just less than a week, potential student
senators will be announcing their candidacy
for oflioo -yawn.
While this may be the prevailing attitude here
-some would say for good reason-it shouldn't
be. Anyone who is interested in representing a
group of people should be expected t.o work onre
plaood in whatever position.
Grant.eel, senatms do not get paid for their
participation in student government, but no one
twists their arms to run either. Greeks even get
a-edit for their frat.emity or sorority for holding
oflire. The point is that these so-called concerned
students are supposed t.o be responsible to their
constituents - YOU! If they're not, they don't
belong in offire.
Therefore, demands are not out ofthe question
as these people vieforoflire and, more specifically,
once the winners get there.
Studenm owe it t.o themselves to make informed choioos with regards to their selections of
student senators. In order to make an informed
choioo, though, you have to ask questions.
When you see them standing around in the
next few weeks, looking like they're due in
court, find out who these people are. Ask them
what their plans are to improve the quality of
you life as a student. See if they have plans to
meet with you and listen to the problems ofthe
college they represent. Finally, ask them if
they'll be willing to voluntary remove themselves from office if they miss more than two
meetingspersemester,regardlessofwhether
there is a resolution mandating it.
Politicians at all levels seem to have a sixth
sense about knowing what they can get away
with, and the reason they getaway with anything
is because no one cares.
The student senate decides how much money
goes to which clubs and organizations on campus.
Guess whose money? That's right, yours. And
wf!re not talking about a drop in the bucket, here:
SG's budget runs well into the millions of dollars'
per year. Think of this as a warm-up for the
presidential elections in November. Get out and
vote or don't oomplain.

I

Gee, thanks a btmchIn other news, we read with a great deal of
skepticism about this mandatory drop policy institutedbytheoollegeofbusiness.Supposedlythis
will be, in the words of one administrator, something that will "really help studenm." We always
get extremely nervous when people start doing
things for our own good.
The bestjudgeofwhatisbestforsomeoneis that
person and no one else. When was the last time
this university did something for your benefit?
How about that extremely beneficial foreign languagerequirement?Well, thanks, butnothanks.
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Why worry?It's nothin' but a thing
Bill Cushing
WHAT'S NEXT?
hile running for
president in 1988,
George
Bush
lightly referred to "this vision thing" when informed
that people thought he
lacked any.
Sadly, his application
of the "thing" label took off
and what followed was a
series of "things": a homeless thing, the AIDS thing,
the abortion thing.
In the years that have since passed, the label has
been applied to any number of "things," noticeably in
the lives ofyounger students. All around campus, one
hears about the homework thing, or the test thing, or
the class thing. It is as if these aspects of life were not
real but, rather, some abstract item that may be
placed on a shelf or put away in a closet.
But the danger is not there.
Aft.er all, if viewing a test, class or homework
assignment helps a student relax about it, then that
is fine.
What is wrong with Bush's "thin~ label is what
happens when that viewpoint gets carried over into
real life - when problems such as the spread of
AIDS, the growing ranks of homeless, the threat of
pollution and the debate over abortion become, merely,
a bunch of "things" in the eyes of the American
people.
Words have a certain psychological power. No one
knows this better than politicians who have made it
a practice over generations to use the existing Ian-

W

guage and vocabulary to manipulate and condition
the general population.
Perhaps the greatest example of this was Adolph
Hitler's "final solution," a euphemism for mass murder which has reared its ugly head again in recent
memory.
But it started long before that, and has continued
since.
Julius Caesar wrote about "pacifying" the world
when he ruthlessly conquered other nations. Lyndon
Johnson talked of"escalating" the situation in Vietnam when he increased the number of troops being
sent to southeastern Asia. Ronald Reagan called one
of the nation's biggest tax increases an "enhancement" in the public revenue base.
Now Bush has, it seems, found the ultimate tool of
detachment by affixing the word "thing" to every
problem or situation that arises.
The homeless are no longer people who face a
worsening situation, they are part of a thing that can
be conveniently ignored like any other "thing" hanging around the household.
AIDS victims are not sick and dying victims of a
medical condition, but part of a "thing" communitY'
that is made up of sexually promiscuous drug users,
so why should anyone care anyway?
Do you begin to get the picture?
By calling the problems a thing, we mentally
disassociate those affected by the problem from humanity. It's one hell of a salve for our collective
conscience "thing" that Bush has conveniently provided as a replacement to real answers.
Of course, getting an "answer thing" out of Bush
has always been a challenge. It is, however, one that
Bush now finds himself having to address.
After all, that election "thing" is coming fast and
Bush is not exactly a favorite of the electorate "thing"
these days.
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Quayle and elephant hunting all the rage on Emmy night
Jenny Duncanson
CAMPUS COMMENTARY

E

verybody wants to be a comedian. And it's especially easy when the target is as big as Dan
Quayle.
There's no denYing that it's hunting season and
licenses for Quayle bashing are going cheap. It would
seem that everyone has one these days. It was almost
a prerequisite to get an emmy.
"OK, ifyou win an award you have to get on stage and
take a stab at Danny. Otherwise, we'll take it away."
The Hollywood stars brought out the heavy artillery
at the 44th Annual Emmy Awards Sunday evening.
They dropped innuendoes, made comments undertheir
breath and flat out criticized Mr. Bird.
Fowl hunting with a cannon, evidently, has recently

been legalized.
They say that people in the entertainment family
are one big family. WelL this family backs up its
members.
Stars left and right were talking about the reality of
family values. Any single mother made sure to get her
two cents in. Many pointed out that they would be a
better political candidate due to their ability to spell.
Some people said that the award coordinators allowed the stars to go overboard. And maybe there was
a little too much Quayle carrion, but Danny was not
alone.
When even the stars realized that they were beating
a dead bird, they turned on another target, and opened
fire on the entire Republican Party. Bush wasn't safe in
the White House; not even Reagan escaped the spiteful
wrath of the television elites.
Perhaps a fitting ending to the evening was the
presentation of back-to-back awards to the show that

Spencer Green

In Limbo

Dan Quaylenevershouldhavewatched:Murphy Brown.
Candice Bergen received the award for her title role
and the show won the emmy for best comedy series.
Series creator Diane English took a stab at other
Republicans, by adding,
"Don't let anyone tell you that you're not a family."
She also reiterated one of Murphy Brown's lines:
"Even as a single mother, fll probably do a better job
of raising my kid than the Reagans did with theirs."
With or without meaning to, the television industry
has thrown all of their support to Clinton and the
Democrats. Some. are pro-democrat, others are anti.republican, but they are all bird haters.
So let this be a lesson to all, but especially to anyone
hoping for a future in politics.
If you're going to pick on someone, pick on someone
with no voice. Don't pick on a group ofinfluential people
who take pride in their work and have free use of the
most powerful media: the television.

Tribune Media Service

Tony Whitten
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Andrew leaves Miami languishing in bleach and frogs
"DON'T PANIC!" "CAULK UP YOUR BATHTUB!"
"REMOVE YOUR PUMP MOTOR!" "SEPARATE
YOURKITCHENUTENSILSACCORDINGTOZINC
CONTENT!""! SAID DON'T PANIC, DAMMIT!!""RETRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICE
MOVE ALL HELIUM MOLECULES FROM THE
Miami-So I was in my yard, cutting and dragging GARAGE!""YOU'RE STARTING TO PANIC AREN'T
trees, which is pretty much what I do these days, and YOU??"
We raced around the house, bumping into each
I stopped to listen to the battery- powered radio, and
other,
engaging in increasingly random activities. The
the announcer informed me that there were 300 bawe got, the more confused we bemore
instructions
boons on the loose.
came.
It's
a
miracle
that we didn't pour bleach on our
And I thought to myself: Of course! Loose baboons!
important
papers.
The one inconvenience we have not yet encountered
Finally, with night falling, we scurried over to the
this week!
home
of some friends who had a bedroom with plywood
-rhe baboons are harmless: said the announcer,
on
the
windows. We went in there, 13 people and one
•But don't get in their way."
And I won't. If the baboons come to our house, they dog, and tried to sleep, but then the house started to
can just go on inside and help themselves to our rotting vibrate, and the front wall started to cave in, and the
children started crying, and the grown-ups lied and
food and our water with bleach in it.
We put bleach in the water because the radio an- said they were sure the house wasn't going to fall down,
nouncer told us to. The theoiy is, the bleach makes the and the dog- this must have something to do with air
water t.aste so awful that nobody will drink it, thereby pressure - became unbelievably flatulent.
When it ended, we picked our way around the fallen
preventing the spread of disease.
trees
and the power lines and wenthome to have a look.
We do whatever the announcers tell us. We have lost
My
initial
reaction was thatit was a horrible mess, but
the ability to think for ourselves. Our lives have been
now
that
fve
seen what happened to other people, I
announcer-directed since last Sunday morning, when
realize
we
got
off easy. Our trees are down and our
we went into an antlike scurrying frenzy of preparaproperly
looks
like
it was landscaped by Godzilla, but
tions for Hurricane Andrew. We had two televisions
and three radios turned on, tuned to several different we have a house and the vast majority of a roof. We're
stations, so that everywhere we went we could hear not complaining.
So I started cutting trees with a handsaw, and my
announcers tell us things we need to do IMMEDIwife, Beth, a highly skilled shopper, went out foraging
ATELY:
•ASSEMBLEYOURIMPORTANTPAPERS!""GET in the primitive wilderness that South Dade County
BLEACH!" "GET PLYWOOD!" "FORGET THE PLY- has become. She came back, hours later, with a chain
WOOD! THERE IS NO MORE PLYWOOD!" "LEAVE saw AND a generator, which she bought from friendly
THEAREARIGHTNOW!""STAY OFFTHEROADS!" men on trucks. She paid a little over retail - roughly

DaveBarry

$789,000 - but I don't care, because by the time the
credit card bill comes I expect to be dead from gasoline
poisoning.
fve been siphon gasoline from the car so I can use it
in the generator, and the announcers have not told me
the correct way to do this, the result being that I have
swallowed enough gasoline to power a Volkswagon
Jetta from Miami to Syracuse, N.Y. When fm not
cutting and draggip.g wood, rm lying on the driveway
next to the car, holding a siphon tube, gasping and
gagging and spitting out gasoline, which tastes almost
as bad as water with bleach in it. fve been wearing the
same shirt for four days now, and it's soaked with
gasolineandspitandsweatandtreesap,andlbetifthe
baboons do come, they'll get one whiff of me and flee in
terror.
One thing I can say about this past week is, we're
getting closer to nature. At night, with no air conditioning, we leave the windows open, and we can hear this
very loud frog who lives right outside our bedroom
window. It'sagirl frog. I know thisbecause she calls out
longingly for a boy frog named Frank, who apparently
is way overdue for a mating appointment. Maybe he's
been detained at a F--~ National Guard checkpoint.
"FRAAANNN~~NKK," says the girl frog.
"FRAAAAAANNKKKK." All night long.
I lie in bed and listen to her, and I think about the
tTees I have to cut the next day, and wonder what to do
abvut the roof, and wish that the power would come
back on. They're saying it could be weeks.
"FRANNNKKKKKKK," says the frog. The noise
irritated me at first, but not so much anymore. The frog
needs to make frog babies as much as I need a roofing
contractor. Right now, we're all just doing what we
have to.

BIZMARTISYOURBACK· TO-SCHOOL HEADQUAR'IERS!
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$9''

COLLEGE IMPRINT PLANNER

FIVE•STAR
FIRST GEAR ZIPPERED BINDER

W<~

COLLEGE LOGO T-SHIRT

5 x 8" weekly planner. August 1992-July
1993. One week per two page spread.
Available in black, blue or red. #1011046.

Rugged 1003 cotton compacted
heavyweight jersey with quality tapped
shoulders & double-needle coverstitched
hems. #1010984.

EVERYDAY

$9''

EVERYDAY

s19 99 ~

0

~

Vinyl S/; x 11" pad holder with pen holding
loop. Available in black or burgundy.
#1010964.

$1''

A.

rreoo

3-ring binder with tough nylon case and
pockets for papers, calculator, p~ns & more.
Choose black, blue, red or teal. #1011662.

EVERYDAY

79~

COLLEGE LOGO
PRODUCTS
WIREBOUND NOTEBOOK 2·POCKET PORTFOLIO

IMPRINT
PAD FOLIO

Heavyweight 50% c:otton/50% polyester
fleece features quality constructio~ detailing
and generous athletic cut. #10109ts1.

"'
COLLEGE

CAMBRJIX£

COLLEGE LOGO SWEATSHIRT

A

EVERYDAY

EVERYDAY

AMPAD

One-subject 11 x B'I• notebook with pocket.
90 sheets. #1009801.

Attention-grabbing laminated pa~r portfolios
in white, blue, red or green. #1010955.

119'1VA&I
.,~

ORIOLE #2 LEAD PENCILS
Break-resistant commercial B-grade lead and
quality pink eraser. Six dozen. #1009343.

· EVERYDAY$!''

EVERYDAY

s5999

EVERYDAY

$1''

K.uo.

COLLAPSIBLE LUNCH BAG

The cool way to carry your lunch and a cold
drink! Super-insulated polythylene to keep
stuff cool and even cooler with ice. Keeps
food warm too. Collapses flat for easy
storage. Choose zebra-stripe-#1011614 or
assorted designs-#1011615.

§Master Lock

COMBINATION LOCK
Tops for school lockers! Stainless steel body
with hardened steel shackle. #5001225.

~.
Functional furniture with colonial oak
laminate finish. Includes hutch, pull-out
printer cart with adjustable shelves, large
letter-size file and box drawers, sturdy pullout keyboard shelf1 CPU shelf and raised
monitor platform. 48'!.h x 59'/,w x 23'/.d".
#2001562 .

EVERYDAY

$89''
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BJZMART DELIVERS
386SX/25MHz.
PERFORMANCE,
PRINTER & CABLE

.

ALLATONE
LOW PRICE!

YOU GET ALL
THIS FOR ONLY

$1153'7

Heavy-duty calculator features high-speed
black and red ribbon printing with comma
separation. Extra-large & bright 12-diglt
display. AC power. #3002319.

EVERYDAY

s7499

2496if 9600-BPS
INTERNAL FAX/MODEM

SPINNAKER/)

Advanced 9600-bps fax and Hayescompatible 2400-bps modem lets you send
and receive faxes from any G3 fax device. For
IBM and compatible computers. #4502459.

DOS word processor with what-you-see-iswhat-you-get (WYSIWYG) display & scalable
fonts. Plus spelling/grammar checker and
thesaurus, clip art & mail merger. #4502681.

PFS:WRITE PC SOFTWARE

-

•386SX, ~SMHz.
•2MB standard RMI\
•85MB hard drive
•Dual floppy drives
#4503069

EXEC 386•25
COMPUTER

TM

• 14• VGA Color Monitor
•Keyboard
•MS-DOS
•PFS:First Choice

~ll=f;NCli NX-1001

i"'-~!k;

ROYAL

--i

8500PD PROFESSIONAL
PRINTING CALCULATOR

MULTI-FONT PRINTER

The ideal feature-packed 9-pin dot-matrix printer for
small businesses! Has five resident fonts, 10 sizes and
eight enhancements. #450187 4.

PRINTER CABLE
Six-foot parallel printer cable. #4501838.

$

EVERYDAY

s5499

lllll.ASl:R

486SX/25 COMPUTER
•80486SX, 25MHz.
•4MB standard RAM
•100MB hard drive
•Dual floppy drives
•14" .28mm SVGA color monitor
•Keyboard & Mouse
•MS-DOS 5.0
•Microsoft Windows
•Microsoft Works for Windows
#4503091.

SOUNDBLASTER CARD
Add amazing sound capabilities to your PC.
Features 11-voice FM music: (Adlib
compatible), digitized voice input (OMA),
joystick port and microphone amplifier &
jack. MIDI interface. #4501925.

QUE SOFTWARE
RIGHTWRITER(!/) PC SOFTWARE
The best way to improve your writing!
Proofreads documents for thousands of
errors In ,rammar, style, word usage and
punctuation. Works within several popular
word-processing programs. #4502761.

ORLANDO

llZMART

-

3001 E. Colonial Ave.
(407) 895-2400

IS SCHOOL5M0 RI
Gel Mote Purchmng
Power With B1ZCHARGEI

10,000 PRODUCTS, 7DAYS AWEEK

1 ·800-688-6278

Most major credit
cards occcptcd

STORE HOURS
Mon-Fri 8:00 AM-9:00 PM

Sat, 9:00 AM-9:00 PM
Sun, 11 :00 AM-6:00 PM

..

Spiderman is locked in mortal combat with
Mor'bius: The Living Vampire, and suddenly his longtime
friend, Dr. Curt Connors, walks in on the action. The
stress causes Connors to revert to his alter-ego, the
Lizard. Oddly enough, the Lizard's primary goal is the
destruction of Spidennan. Trapped between two deadly
foes, what will Spiderman do? While searching for the
next bubble of dialogue, I find a banner containing
those dreaded three words. "to be continued ... "
Continuing is something comics have done for
decades. I stopped reading comics about 10 years ago
yet most of the heroes I worshiped are still around
today. Comic book heroes age very gracefully on the
outside. However, many heroes story- lines are showing
the wisdom that comes with age.
Chas Summers, an employee of Intergalactic
Comics and Collectibles, said "I can't even read the
comics I read as a kid, because they are so inferior to
Y.+iat is out now. Today the stories are more complex

and the plots and dialogue are far better. "
This departure from the plastic, onedimensional super-hero who only defeats villains may
stem from the early days of todays comic super-power,
Marvel Comics. In his book "Origins of Marvel Comics,"
Stan Lee said "Heretofore, villains were villains just
because they were villains. Comics had good guys and
bad guys, and nobody ever bothered with the whys or
wherefores. But here, in the first fateful issue of the
Fantastic Four, our readers were given a villain [the
Moleman] with whom-they might empathize-a villain
who was driven to what he had done by the slings and
arrows ofa heartless, heedless humanity. ltwas a first.
It was an attempt to portray a three-dimensional
character in a world that had been composed of
stereotypes. To comicbookdom, it was tantamount to
the invention of the wheel." Lee, who created and
scripted many of Marvel' s early heroes including
Spiderman, The Hulk and The Fantastic Four, might not

have been the first to bring depth to comics . However,
it does represent a conscious effort by those behind
comics to take stories beyond mindless. non-stop
action.
In comics past, story-lines were dominated by
stories of the super-hero being super. Now the alteregos and supporting casts are receiving more attention.
In a recent issue of "Superman: The Man of Steel,"
Superman/Clark Kent's boss Perry White is accused
of racist hiring practices . Peter Parker/Spiderman is
married and two married members of the "Legion of
Super-Heroes" ha' ·.;;: J.JSt had their second set of twins.
It is easy to see comics are incorporating
serious topics with action and fantasy. In a recent twopart Aquaman story, The sea-faring hero combats an
:I company which intentionally causes an oil spill. But
he must budget his time more carefully because he is
a United Nation's representative for his under-water
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Recommended ...
Extra-stength
HP48!

•32 kbytcs of
RAM built in

11

W' Pet Semetary should be buried

00000.0
4UQDm1Dml

And we beat
all the discounters
prices- Plus give
you a coupon for
free software and a
PC cable with each
48 purchased

•Graphics
combined
with calculus
like never before
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Squeamish people beware! "Pet
Semetary Two" has arrived and it sure to
nauseate just about anyone. Directed by
Mary Lambert. thispointless sequel shouki
beburied. Forthoseofyouwhoenjoyedthe
original "PetSemetary", don'twasteyour
time with this tired rehash.

•••a au a
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•Choose from the
expandable
HP48SX or

Teen-agerJeffMatt:hews<EdwarO

newHP48S

•HP Equation Writer
and HP Matrix Writer
applications

Furlong of "Terminator 2") has just
witnessed his mother get electrocuted in a
mishap at a movie studio. Jeff's dOO then
decidesthattheyreed togetawayfrom the
LA scene and relocate to a small town
inhabitedbybulliesandadomineeringsheriff.

FJ~ HEWLETT

af!~ PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL Calculator & Computer
2916 Corrine Dr., Orlando, Fla. 32803

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • Not exactly the wisest of decisions in my

opinion. Sheriff Gus Gil:>ert CClancy 8roYm
from ".Ambition") seems obsessed with
keeping the order and doesn't hesitate to
1
exterd the strong arm of the law. His
stepson Drew Gil:>ert CAnthofo/ Edwards>
eventually befriends Jeff. Gus, for some
New York Style Pizza
reasonoranother, hates Drew' sdogZcmie
12233 Untv9fsl1y Blvd. Or1ando. Flor1do 32817
and kills it. Jeffand Drew, hearing rumors of
Corner Of University &. Alafayo (ocr06S from UCF)
thePetSemetary,anokiindianburialground
Prone (407) 281-7 656 • Hous: 11 :00 om - 12:00 Midnight
where dead animals _(and humans) come
~ .-:-Buy on;1 Pizza~·:-:.':
Buy on;)~· Pizla '.'.'..
~ from the grave, take ZaNie there in
I · · Get a 14• Pizza :;:·r;·.~ I ·: . . on~ 4 Sodas fo_
r ·. · :.. :· hopes of revMng him. The only problem is Friends Jeff CE. Furlong, left) and DreYAJ. McQuire have a
for only · . . '. .- 1 .·: .:· :.' '::· · only . .-_.. ·:
1 whenever a dead creature is re-animated, horrific adventure in Pet Sematary 11 ceourtNy wmi... Coupon>
always return with a nasty dispositoo.
I ::. .
.. $3.00 . '"" . :.·. I '.':)'\ . /' ... $11
I they
Ever
notice hem the dead are aWclys bent on back to life (of course> and goes around biting people Cdouble of
1·.. . Dine-In or Pick-up ··-· I.·. : : .: :.... Dine-In or Plck.;up _,.:.. :· · I
destroying the living? Arryways, Zowie comes
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LAST DAY TO REGISTER!

Come Witness
a Quarter Million Dollar Take Over!!!

September &th, 1992

Primary Election - August 3rd
General Election - October 5th

Writers,
Photographers,
Artists

.' WANTED

·:.=.:•
··:.:~

Experience the New Visual Encounters!

activities and build ~~
resume \\·hile beiQg paid
to dcJ it.
:.,

'.Writers currently '~'anted
.. in au departments:
I

Four Live Bands!
•Decadence
• Big Wide World
• Collapsing Lungs (Inside &ft Under)
• Radio Bag Dad (Inside &ft Under)

·-.=.:~

Get ihvolved \\°ith campus

18 & Up • Free Draft untill 12 Midnight

1. ,i .'. J:
.

.

' .

.

I

. ./ News
./Features
./Opinion·
./Sports

Photographers and editorial cartoonists are also
needed.

Please call 8236397 or visit Th
Central Florida
·Future's
Editorial Office
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COMICS

[Image] are the hottest thing going right now. They are
selling second only to Marvel. If Image had as many titles
as Marvel, they might pass them up." Clayton Lyons, an
employee at Intergalactic Comics and Collectables, said.
Comics are continually evolving and changing,
but one thing has been consistent. People
collect comics for their investment value.
In a price guide published monthly as part
of "Wizard: The Guide to the Comics."
the prices range from $5, 200 for Fantastic
Four No. 1 with the Moleman to $1.50 for
"Superman" No. 292 with Lex Luthor.
Now would be a good time to look
through your attic. You might find a
treasure chest in the form of a box of old
comics. The comic.s may not be in valuable
condition, but they are worth a trip down
memory lane. If your comic books have
been sold at yard sales long past, drop by
your local comic shop and check out your
favorite heroes of the past. You might
even meet some colorful new friends.

FROM PAGE9
hometown of Poseidonis.
"The focus in today's books is characterization and art.
The oomics which sell very well are those with the p-emiere
artists and writers," Summers said.
Perhaps. it is this new attention to
quality which has drawn some adults
back to comics. "There are some
adult-oriented comics like "Sandman",
but most of our sales to kids and adtits
are the super-heroes. Many adults
enjoythem, and can gnorethefactthat
it is a big g.;y in a colorful costume."
Ken Davis, · a recent
graduate of the University of ~orida
film school. said "I don't collect
comics. Ijust read them. I pick comics
that have an artist or character I like.
"X-Men is one of my favorites. Jim
Leeismyfavoriteartist. Right now, lam
also following the newSpawncomic."
"Spawn" is one of the comics produced by new
independent Image. "Image is a company made-up of
popular artists who defected from Marvel Comics. They

SEMETARY
FROM PAGE 11
course>. Hmm, a vicious dog attacking helpless victins, wasn't
that done in "Cujo?" Hmm, an (>kj irdan burial ground where
corpses are mystically resurrected, wasn't that done in
"Poltergeist?" Gus, orshould Isaytheevi Sheriffof Rottingan,
gets slain by Zowie , but that's not the end of his mischief. Jeff
and Drew bury him in the Pet Semetary for reasons I can't
~ain, and he comes back even worse off than before.
Wouldn't someone notice dead people and animals walking
around, especially in a smal town? Jeff's dad eventual~ battles
the malevolent Gus, but ~ this point in the film no one really
cares. Even if they do die, you 'ft probably see them again ata later
time here. "Pet Semetary Two" is filled with the usual horror
movie cliches, like a hanriless cat jurllJing out in a mtridane
attefll)t to scare the audience, and a woman all alone il a dar1<
house hearing strange noises and asking" Jeff isthatyou ...who' s
there?" This film has a lame ending, and the concusion of the
original "Pet Semetary" is never explained. "Pet Semetary
Two" does have some realistic looking special effects though.
Eyes are gouged out, faces smeared off, and people are vomited
dn al for our entertainment Cool effects or not, I \\Ulkri't
recorrrnend going to see it except forthosewho are truly bored
and have absoUtely nothing better to do

Steve Turner

AclamMller
Staff Reporter

Staff Reporter

A1&T ACUSSM Service

U11iversity of
C'e11tral Florida
Ca111pus Resitle11ts
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Looking for students
majoring in:
Marketing and Advertising - Finance Management - Marketing - sales related courses of
study
for
paid work and experience in advertising
sales
with opportunities for
advancement.

The Central Florida
Future, the student
newspaperfor UCF,
is currently seeking
students interestea
in earning money
"Yhile gairnpg pra~
t1cal expenence 1n
the area of advertising sales.
Benefits include:

.t Generous commissions
.t Flexible work
schedule.

Contact Sharon
Thomas at (407)
823-2601 or stop by
the CFF Business
Office on Libra Drive.
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AT&T ACUS"Seroice

Ml\TTlt: 111\HRIS

calling with ACUS Service.

~946278

001 - 712-81111
Accoun1 Numbu

PSC
l"'f'ftll1M11b1~Nr._..,..t1• • 1•

Make the connection.
For more information, call I 800 445-6063.
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The right choice.
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PRE-GAME
FROM PAGE 16
"We will go with what works on
offense. If the pass is working, we'll go
with that; if it's the run Willie, will get
the ball," Hinshaw said. English needs
174 yards to overtake the UCF career
rushing record, held by Mark Giacone.
The Knights will open the season
with three home games. They will play
Bethune Cookman on Sept. 12 and
Troy State on the 19th before traveling
to Western Illinois on Sept. 26.
This year will mark the 13th cons~cu
tive year that the Knights have opened
the season at home. UCFwon its inaugural game at St. Leo, 21-10, in 1979.
The Knights are 9-4 in season premierts and 6-1 under McDowell, includingtwo straight wins against Troy
State since dropping a 23-15 decision
to Bethune-Cookman in 1989.

Catch the action.... Be a sports writer
Would You Know a Rapist
If You Saw One?

Don.' t Let
The GRE
Psyche You Out
14. If X~Y=J..'1.+Ml' whenx=O what

x

'

[!:] 3?

is the value of 4

(A) 8
(B) 10
(C)I2
(D) 28

Classes Begin
Tuesday Sept S'h!

(E) 40

KAPLAN

The answer to test question.
We offer prep courses for the PSAT, SAT, ACT,
LSAT, GMA T, GRE and MCAT tests at over 150
locations worldwide.
For more information call 1-800-KAP-TEST

Varsity Club, Drnma Club, Deans
List, Student Co_uncil, Rapis.!_

RAPE AWARENESS WEEK

(407) 273-7111

10-14

FEBRUARY

Without your help, he may not be able
to do them.
Almost everybody has to file taxes . but not
everyone can do 1t on their own Volunteer and
help make someone 's taxes less taxing. Call

l 800 829-1040
A Public Service of This Publ cation &

~~

Internal
Revenue
Service

fjl

881 Samoran Blvd.

ea-lb•ny, n 32707

•at

11 lemoru (431) and Bed Bug Bd.
ID Kan• Fumltun
I

1

Q uality Cuts, Inc.
~

7538 University Blvd.
\Vinte-r Park

.---
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COLOR :
SPECIAL I
M·A·T·ft·l·X
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Quality&Va/ue/sOurStyle!

=

Shop Hours:
Mon.-Fn. 9 am-9 pm
Sat. 9 em-7 pm

c;:~~~~:~i

677-7066
. . . Shldtnt I) .,d

t

a.den $2.00 ol Hai'cub

$19 95 s3 4 95 :
I'

t
f

Children

(12 & Under}

$4 •

Expores

I.

Reg $6
•

11nm

.
I
• .

~ -PEi1M SPECiAC .
i zor;}°fi:'5fond s29.9s

~~
1-t!O_A!~~~~N!!"~C~~Sf~~-~~,?I'_F!~~n~1-~8!.1~1!2.
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[ ~ L~ RK HIGHLIGHTS
•
L01>9HairE.rrra

All Hair Cuts
"
Men, Women
95
Reg. $8 : :
1
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Speclll1 or ~one

PERM SPECIAL
; ~°: ~.:r Pmsa$3FetM9~s
t

I'

I
I

• SllghttyHlg,_
Shoutderl.engthHalr

Expf-es

•
11/1'
"32

BEER SPECIAL
12 Pack Bud~ Bud Dry, Bud Light

$699

Watch for our ~1ight time sign
at the football game.

•
•
Come in for a 10% Discount on all
.

.

: J •,

services and repairs
We have compl~t~- automotive service
.and f air facilit• s
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COMING SEPTEMBER 9th 1992

TO THE UCF ARENA ....
THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA'S

A CHANCE FOR UCF
STUDENTS TO GET
TOGETHER WITH
EMPLOYERS TO
DISCUSS CAREER
AND ·EMPLOYMENT

OPPORTUNITIES

WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 9th 9:AM TO 3:PM
PARTIAL LIST ·oF EXHIBITORS
ADP
ABROTBK, INC.
AMC THHATRES
AMHRICANFROZBNFOODS
AMERICAN INCOME UFB INSURANCB CO.
AMERICAN TOURISTHR
ARTHUR ANDHRSBN & CO.
ARTHUR ANDERSEN TAX TECHNOLOGY GROUP (M'rfO)
AUTOZONB
BARNHTT BANKS, INC.
BAYFRONT MF.DICAL CBNTHR
BOO SEIDMAN
BIZ..TEL
COOPERS & LYBRAND
CUTHILL & EDDY, CPA'S
DBLOITTB &. TOUCHB
DBPT. OF HHALTH AND REHAB. SERVIC&~
DBVBRBUX HOSPITAL Ill. CHILD RENS CENTER OF FLA.
DICTAPHONE
B Ill. J OALLO WINERY
ECKBRDDRUO
F.B.I.
F.N. WOLF & CO.
FEDBRAL BUREAU OF PRISONS
FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
FIRST UNION NATIONAL BANK
FLORIDA BNOINBBRED CONSTRUCTION PRODUCfS
FLORIDA HOUSH OF REPRESENTATIVES
OHNBRAL MIU.S RESTAURANTS, INC.
OTB DATA SYSTEMS
HARCOURT BRACH JOVANOVICH, INC.
HARRIS ELBCl'RONIC SYSTEMS SECfOR
HILTON AT WALT DISNEY WORLD VIUAGB
HOUSTON'S RESTAURANTS
INFOSOURCB, INC.
JOHN HANCOCK FINANCIAL SERVICF.S
KMART CORPORATION

KMART FASHION
KEMPER NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANI~
lffC NATIONAL MANAGHMHNT
KPMO PEAT MARWICK
KRG&G
M.M. INFORMATION SYSTHMS
MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
MELDISCO
NAVAL TRAINING SYSTEMS CENTHR
NA VY COMPTROLl..ER PROGRAM MANAGEMENT OFFICB
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL UFB
NOVA CARE, INC.
OFFICE OF THE AUDITOR GENERAL
ORANGE LAKE COUNTRY CLUB
ORLANDO UTILITIES
PEACH CORPS OF THB UNITED STAT~
PHYSICIAN SALES &. SHRVICB
PITNHY BOWBS
RADIO SHACKITANDY CORPORATION
ST. PAUL FIRE AND MARINE INSURANCB COMPANY
STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANY
STATISTICA, INC.
SUNBANK OF TAMPA BAY
SUNB_ANK, N.A.
T W SERVICES, INC.
U.S. CUSTOMS • OFFICE OF BNFORCF.MBNT
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATB
U.S. OFFICE OF PERSONNFL MANAGBMHNT
UARCO, JNC.
UNITBD STATES CUSTOMS SERVICE
UNITED STATES NAVY OFFICER PROORAMS
UNITHU TELEPHONE OF FLORIDA
VISTANA RESORT
WALLACH COMPUTER FORMS
WALT DISNHY WORLD CO.
WALT DISNEY WORLD DOLPHIN HOTBL

PROFESSIONAL ATTIRE RECOMMENDED

SPONSORED BY THE CAREER RESOURCE CENTER
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT JIM GRACEY * ADMIN 124 • UCF-2361

September 3, 1992 • The Central Florida Future
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FRISBEE
FROM PAGE 16

Bring Friends ...
Roommates ...
and Money!!!

...

OUTLET
•

. Belz Factory
·Outlet World
Mall 2
363-4670

10% student discount on roqular ·merchandise with UCF ID

11 :00 A.M.

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS
SUNDAY 281-4438

SOL

~t. 1~.stpb'.s

c

QratlJol it Qrbuttb
1501 Alafaya Trail

Saturday Vigil Mass: 6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses:
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
275-0841

ers who joined the club from
outside the university.
"The majority of us went to
school here and graduated," club
president Bob Carroll said.. "But
we maintained club status because we have a lot of guys who
go here."
The UCF club is confident
that it will go far in this
weekend's tournament.
"Our team should be real competitive and should make the
finals on Sunday," he said.
The tournament has consistently attracted top ranked
teams from the Southeastern
United States and this year's
tournament will consist of 16
nationally ranked teams.
Highlightingthe tournament
will be the 1991 Sinkhole finalists- Miami's Refugees and
Atlanta's Chain Lighting.
National competition is set
up with sectional tournaments
held in five regions of the country. The National championships bring in two teams from
each region, with a third coming
from the bigger regions. There
is also a world championship .
Three local television stations
will be present along with radio
station WDIZ.
"Our goal is to generate increased interest in the sport of ·
Ultimate Frisbee -within the
Central Florida area," Carroll
said. wrhis increased interest
will allow sponsors to target an
influential power in the market
place - a young disposable income group."

7 I I S . . Semoran Blvd
Winn Drxie Plaza
, S. of E.W. Expressway

.
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ENGINEERING STUDENTS
DOES THIS SOUND FAMILIAR ?
• ··1 sometimes spend hours on a single problem!" . •"When I can't solve a problem I have to re-read the textbook
•"Solving problems involves excessive trial and error."
and clossnotes, which is time-consuming and frustrating.

·y

.,..

Now there is a NEW way to practice problem-solving !

R I M S : Realtime - Interactive - Monitored - problem-Solving
~ revolutionory new method which is implemented as a time-management tool in engineering coursework. RIMS targets
ihe problems, inefficiencies, duplication and delays of conventional methods; it hos shown dramatic improvements in
tile performance of engineering students. The RIMS objective is to increase the productivity, effectiveness, efficiency
and technical skills of engineering students, technicians, and others pursuing engineering careers.

Drop Us A
Letter!

IN THE R I M S TRAINING SEMINARS YOU WILL :

•

• Practice problem-solving in a structured, interactive, hands- on format.
• Be a member of a small group of highly motivated students.

• Improve your problem-solving skills.
• Work 400 to 700 problems.

SEMINARS OFFERED :
DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, ENGINEERING PHYSICS 1 & 2, STA TICS, DYNAMICS.
MECHANICS OF MATERIALS, THERMODYNAMICS 1 & 2, THERMO-FLUIDS,
FLUID MECHANICS 1 & 2, STRUCTURES, HYDRAULICS

ENS YS

CORPORATION

23% Early Enrollment DISCOUNT ! ! !
j

LJ

M~L~s I luN1V!r<:

~ ~L\U

'.I

UNIVERSITY COMMERCE CENTER FREE Trial Session ! !
f~
6582 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
Call for more information !~ ~,,;
~ .g . ~ ~
WINTER PARK
: e c~s2 8~ g :
Seminar : (407) 341-4814 Seminars Begin : August 24, 1992
.n !§ uN:\::~s1rY ~
~
3
information
Early Enrollment Ends : Sept. 21, 1992
.._ g~~~~'KE ~ 8
~
Office
: (407) 657-6788 Enrollment Deadline : Oct 16, 1992
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We're always glad
to get a response from
our readers.
Wrrre to us at:
The Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25COO
University of Central Florid
Orlando, Florida, 32817
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199'2 football season gets tmdenvay Saturday
Fighting Knights open against NCAA and NA/A
dual member Gardner-Webb at Rorida Citrus Bowl
by Glenn Carrasqulllo
STAFF REPORTER

The UCF Fighting Knights are shooting for their seventh victory in eight
season openers under head coac~ Gene McDowell. cM1chaa1 o.HoogtFuruRE}

The UCF 1992 football schedule
opens up this Saturday evening at the
Florida Citrus Bowl when the Knights
will face the Gardner-Webb
Fighting Bulldogs.
The Knights are coming off a 6-5
season and hope to challenge for the
national title this year in NCAA I-AA.
The Bulldogs were 6-5 last year and
are ranked 19th in this year's preseason NCAA Division II polls and are
dual members of NCAA and NAIA
UCF coach Gene McDowell expressed concern over the Bulldogs' defense, which led the nation against the
run last year when they allowed only
74 yards per game on the ground and
1.8 yards per run.
"They are big up front and have a
bigger defense than we do," McDowell
said. "It may not be a Willie English
type game in that they play well against
the run."
The Bulldogs' defense boasts AllAmerican candidate Gabe Wilkins at
defensive end. Wilkins, a 6-foot-6-inch,
325 lbs junior is complemented by defensive tackles Clay Sims 6-foot-6 inch,
260-lb.s, and Brad Arrowood, 6-foot-4inch, 270 lbs. and defensive end Pat
Chappell 6-foot-4-inch, 250 lb.s
The Bulldogs employ a run and shoot
offense led by 6-foot;..3-inch, 195 lb.s quarterba.ck John Craven., who passed for 700
yards and 10 touchdowns last year as a
freshman. His main target is senior wide
receiver, Rodney Robinson, who caught 46
passes for 800 yards and 8 TD's last year.

'92 volleyball a
year of change

I

\

"It'sagreatopportunitytoplayagainst
a UCF. The Citrus Bowl is the largest
stadium that we everplayedin," Gardner
-Webb coach Woody Fish said. "When
you p!av a school like UCF. vou are
concerned about injuries because they
have a lot of depth. It would be like UCF
going up against Florida State."
UCF sophomore quarterback Darin
Hinshaw said the Knights will prepare
a balanced attack to handle the bulk of
the Bulldogs' defense.
PRE-GAME continued page 13

Intimate frisbee
tomney at UCF

by Jenni Malone

by Jason Lesko

STAFF REPORTER

STAFF REPORTER

The Lady Knights volleyball team is
getting used to coping with change.
Last year the team entered a new
conference under a new coaching staff.
Laura Smith overcame all the obstacles
and guided the team to a 24-13 record,
finishing third in the Sun Belt Conference Eastern Division.
Now the team must deal with change
once again.
The Lady Knights moved to the TransAmerica Athletic Conference, which will
mat.di UCFupwith powerful Georgia State.
In addition to their conference competition,
the Lady Knights will also face the University <:i Alabama, Minnesota, Florida and
Florida State ~~~~~~~~
along with
their old arch
"... we will do
rivals, the
well in the
Lady Hatrers
conference. "
of Stetson
Another
change has
-Sandy Gast
takan place in
ASSISTANT
COACH
thecoach'soffice where • • • • • • • • •
Sandy Gast
has taken the position of assistant coach.
On the roster, there are 11 new faces,
seven of whom are freshmen. Of the three
returners, only one was a starter last year.

The UCF Ultimate Frisbee Club
hosts the 11th annual Sinkhole City
Classic Labor Day weekend on the intramural fields. The preliminaries will
begin Saturday with the finals being
played on Sunday.
Ultimate Frisbeeiscomposed ofsevenplayer teams that have to progress down
a 70-yard field by throwing a frisbee
until a pass is completed in the end zone.
The game combines elements ofmore
established sports. It possesses the
passing intercepting and scoring offootball, the one-on-one defensive play of
basketball and the rapid, perpetual
open-field movement of soccer. The
sport is considered one of the finest
cardiovascular exercises.
"The game is very competitive with
lots of running, involving much action
and requires a lot of skill," player Mike
Steffancin said. "The game is addicting;
once you play, you get hooked."
IBtimate Frisbee is a sport rising in
national popularity, especially on college campuses.
UCFs team name is the Dogs ofWar
and is ranked as one of the top 40 teams
in the country.
The team consist of mostly students
and alumni, but there are some playFRJSBEE continued page 15

Michelle Cutright (left) reaches to block a spike attempt by Tammi Edwards
in preparation for tomorrow's opener against Alabama. cM1cha1110eHoog1FuTURE}
Smith and Gast are excited, yet curious
about how the new team will perl'orm.
"The girls are very young but they
came in [to camp] very strong and in
shape," Smith said. "They are very dedicated players who have come here with a
strong commitment."
Smith doesn't feel apprehensive about
nlaying with a young team; she believes
that the team's dedication and apparent
enthusiasm will overcome its youth. Gast
added that the team also has experience.
"All the women have been active in
programs since junior high school," Gast
said "I anticipate we will do well in the
[TACJ conference."

The Lady Knights will be challenged
early in the season with a one month road
trip, but Gast feels the opening schedule
can be used to the teams advantage.
"It creates a team bond quicker," Gast
said. "The women will have to lean on
each other."
The team begins the season challenging Alabama, Minnesota and Memphis
State in Tuscaloosa, Alabama on Friday
and Saturday.
The team will return home for one air
pearance on Oct.. 2, then take another short
road trip before finishing with an eight
game home stay prior to the TAC Championships in November.

VOLLEYBALLSCHEDULE·PAGE13
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That hammer might just come in handy right about now.
Alot ofyou are probably at the cracking point now that you have spent
the last few days wandering around in circles and st.anding in one
interminable line after another only to be referred at the end to one even
longer. Well, we at The Central Florida Future hope things smooth out for

you. Weal~havedesignedthishandypull-outsurvivalguidetohelpmake
your studies and stay here at UCF more bearable, perhaps even fun.
There are acti.vities and hot tips you just won\ find in the university
catalog. These are things that can only be known through experience, and
believe us, we have experienced quite a bit during our time here. So, read
on. Hopefully yot · and your roommates can benefit from our ideas. Good
luck and may the force be with you.

1-800: Ftm on the phone
Here's a quick and creative
study break activity that will
bring tears of laughter to your
eyes and those of your friends.
Think of as many seven-letter words and phrases as you
can. Don't bother trying to keep
this clean. Then, once you've
gatheredagoodnumberofthem,
pick up the phone. Go right down
the list and dial 1-(800) before
each word or phrase.

Dealing with
bookstore lines
While students stood in line for
at least25 minures on Wednesday
at UCFs bookstore, at stores like
It'sAcademic,locatedinUniversity
Shoppes, and the University Bookstore, next to UC6, students were
finding school supplies and used or
newbookstheyneeded without the
wait.
To avoid the long line, students
looked elsewhere this week for supplies, while selection may be limited, supplies vmy from notebooks
and paper to new and used books
for general requirements as well as
majors.
Topreventwastingmoney,checlt
outtheusedbooksfirst. Usedbooks
shouldalso beinspect:edformis&ng
pages.Advertise on OOlletin boards
or in the classifieds as a seoond
option.
Kinko'sCq>iesprovidesrequired
packets for specific oourses, oopies,
transparenciesandsuppliesforstndents. Kinko's is located at 12215
University Blvd
The Book Stop carries popular
contempormy authors as well as
academic lit:erature. Although it
doesn't sell textbooks for specific
courses, some students have found
requiredtextslike"FramesofMincf'
by Howard Gardner. It also sells
reference texts, magazines, newspapersandblankjownalsforclasses
requiring entries.
Students who purchased their
books ahead oftime say they didn't
have to wait in line. Up until the
Friday before school started, students walked right in.
Bob Leonard, manager of the
UCF bookstore, said 95,000 books
are in stock. Leonard s8idproblems
arise when classes are overl:>ooked.
When the bookstore runs out of a
book, the publish.eris called immediately.
&mrding to Leonard, the lines
have gotten shorter since Monday.
He suggested students wait until
next week to get theirbooks unless
given a class assignment
w:rheydon'treedtheshelfcards,"
said Leonard as he point:ed out
problemswiththelinemoving.Stndents are picking up the wrong
book because they aren't checking
the course number on shelf cards.
Toavoidpurdlasingt:hewrongbook,
find out the oorrect text from the
instructor ifthere is any doubt

Remember, the more people
the better. Come on, skeptic, try
it! You won't believe the laughs
this generates, especially when
you and your friends toy with
the people on the other end.
Buy a good programmable calculator. The extra money spent
will be an investment when it
comes to saving yourself the
trouble ofmemorizing a slew of
mathematical fonnulas.

Rec services counter classes
The UCFRecreationalServices
programisfundedbyyouractivity
and service fees; so, if you don't
take advantage of the services offered, you are not getting what
you have already paic;l for.
Rec Services offers a wide varietyofparticipation activities, ranging from disc golf to intramural
1.sincludingsoftballandfloor
hockey.
Several aerobic fitness classes
are offered each semester. high
impact, low impact, water, step
andsuperjockaerobicsareoffered
at various times. Schedules are
available at the beginning ofeach
semester and classes are free to
students.
An exciting~rough the trees"
disc golf course is open during
daylight hours. The course is lcr
cated at the campus entrance on
University Boulevard.

Enjoyable, action-packedintramural sports p~are scheduled for all UCF students except
varsity/sport chm players in their
related sports. Levels of competition are provided so that participants can choose their level based
on a self-evaluation of their ability. Beginning players, as well as
highly skilled players, are welcome and encouraged to participate.
Stop by and check out the pool
Oifeguards are provided), the tennis courts, racquetball, basketball,
sand and hard volleyball courts,
weight rooms and picnic facilities.
Sign up this fall for sports activitiesincludingflagfoot.ba.11, basketball, racquetball, volleyball, disc
golf, soccer, tennis, bench press
and RecTober Fest '92.
"UCFsGreatestDayofPlay"is
a sports fest for 32 co-ed teams

(four girls and four guys) participating in events like volleyball,
tug-Of-warandtheexcitingsplasha-minute thrills of the pajama
waterrelay. RecTober Fest'92isa
joint effort by many campus organimtions. Mark your calendar for
Saturday, Oct. 24.
Additionally, Rec Services offers employment opportunities to
UCF students as intramural officials, lifeguards, aerobic instructors, equipment room attendants,
office assistantsandgeneral maint.enance workers. Priority is given
tostudentson CollegeWork Study
financial aid, but many positions
are regularly filled with other student payroll employees.
As you can see, there is more to
attendingcollegethan takingtests
and earning a degree. Stop by RS
101 or call ext. 2408, to check it all
out for yourself.

WORK SMARTER.
NOT HARDER.
M

anagement or
·marketing major?
Smart.
Finance or accounting
student? Also smart.
To be even smarter, you
need a BA II PLUS™ now,
before assignments pile up.
res designed especially for
business professionals. The
kind you're going to be.
Naturally, the BA II PLUS
has basic business functions
like time,value,ofmoney.
Plus, it delivers much more.
Cash flow analysis for in,
ternal rate of return (IRR).
Net present value (NPV) ..
Bond calculations. Depreci,
ation. Advanced statistics.
Also have a look at the
BA-3 5. It's our most afford,
able model for time,value,
of,money, and even handles
one,variable statistics.

"'rrademark o(Texas lnsrrumcncs Incorporated
©1992 Texas Instruments Incorporated
IHOOOIO!A
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Try the BA II PLUS and
BA-3 5 at your local TI
retailer. And start working
smarter. Instead of harder.
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ity, blood pressure and resting heart
rate.

Feeling overwhelmed by the many
requirements of college life and looking
for a way to relieve stress? Look no
further than the UCF campus Wellness
Center.
'!be Wellness Center provides a variety of
seivices tD all registered students aimed at
promoting physical, mental and spiritual
well-being. Most ofthese services are free t.o
UCF students or can be rharged tD their
health fee credit.

SWAT
'

,

\

1

)

One ofthe many groups sponsored by the
wellness centm-is the Student Wellness Advocate Team. SWAT is a student club that
promotes fun, wellness lifestyles and activities. SWAT holds weekly meetings and annual events, such as the 5K Run\Walle at
GreekParkandRapeAwareness Week. The
club is open to all UCF students and all
proceedsfromitseventssupportthecluband
its Student Wellness Fund
Inadditiont.oSWAT,the WellnessCent.er
offers Wellness Peer Consultants called. a
PC, whirhis aSWATmemberondutyatthe
center to help other students get involved
with lifestyle improvement. PCs give motivation, feedback and support to students.
'!be PCs give grouppresent.ations on various
tnpics, providingideasandsupportforachieving personal goals.
PCs provide another program at the
wellness center called the Comprehensive Health Assessment and Motivation
Program. The CHAMP program is an
extensive look at a studentps overall
health. The program includes a health
habits and lifestyle evaluation. A fitness
measurements test measures aerobic
endurance, muscular strength, flexibil-

~BUSTERS

Stress busters is a Wellness Center program that examines stress caused by low
self-esteem, relcionships, t.est anxiety, pul>
lie speaking, panic attacks, assertiveness

and career decisions. It also offers ways of
relieving this stress.
Stress Wsters provides biofeedback for
students with stresg..relat.ed symptDms. 'lbe
process uses techniques t.o help students
learn control rL their physical responses to
stress.
If biofeedback isn't helpful, students can
schedule a 30-nrinute or one-hour session
with a registered~ therapist at the
center. Massage therapy is given ata special
rat.e for UCF students, faculty or staf[ Stress
busters programs are ro-sponsored by the
UCF Counseling and Testing Department.

HEAL1H
The He.alth Center offers personal health
counselingon either an individual or a group
basis about a variety ofhe.alth issues. These
presentations are given by on-staff medical
professionals.
The Soop Our Smoking program holds
weeklymeetingsforpeoplewhowantt.oquit.
Based on both the American Lung
Association's "Freedom from Smoking" program and theAmerican CanrerSociety's"In
Control" p:nwmn, SOS provides individual
oounselingas wellasinfurmationaboutnirotine gum and patches.
The WellnessCentergivesclassesin CPR
each semester which gives students American Red Cross certification.
Ifyouhaveaweightproblem,thereishelp
foryou, too, atthe Wellness Center.Students
can choose individual counseling or weekly

REACH (Responsible Education and Action for Campus Health) is one part
of the Wellness Center that helps university students. <Mlchli• o.~urnRE)
group therapy meetings. The meetings pro-

vide nutrition tips, moderate exercise, stress
management, and positive self concept. A
personaliz.ed computer analysis and guide,
also available at the center, helps students
overcome barriers tD weight control In addition, a physicians check-up and visit with a
staff psychological specialist are included
with the oomputer program.

SEX and DRUGS
lDCatedin the WellnessCenteristhePeer
Education Outreach, a group of programs
that address iS&IeS of alcohol, drugs, sex,

HIV/Aids, and rape through presentations,
workshops, and campus events.
PAR.T.Y, Promoting Alcohol Responsibility Through You, addresses the growing
need for alcohol awareness on campus, but

:·:
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Night Dance

does so in a fun, informative way.
REACH, Responsible Education and htion for Campus Health, promot.es sexual
responsibility by educating students about
AIDS and safer sex. REACH-Out theater is
agroupofplayers whoperformskitsaddress.
ing the issue of safer sex, the importance of
communication skills, and the negative rur
pect.s of sex under the influence.
SexRespect increases awareness about
stranger, date, and acquaintance rape.
The WelliiessCent.er providesacomplet.e
variety ofservices that will enable each UCF
student tD engage in a healthy life-style with
programs covering nearly every aspect of
physical, mental, and spiritual well being to
help students be at their best. The cent.er is
availablet.oallregisteredstudentsandshould
be taken advantage ofby all.
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Keeping your money to yourself
Newer university students a favorite target for con artists and scam companies
As a student on the university level, you're now on your
own.
You have the freedom of an
adult, with all the fun of coming
and going whenever you please.
You also are trusred as an adult,
with the diance tD sign up for
creditcards,andfinancial servioos.
Watch out for that trust
and freedom though because
it can come back to bite you
in the rearend.
Because you can get almost anything you want by
simply signing a sheet of
paper you are now susceptible to the con artists and
scams that plague every
adult in this life. And, because you're just starting
out on your adult life, you
are one of the favorite targets of the flim-flam man.
The best thing to do, regrettably, is to be suspicious. Remember, if it
sounds too good to be true,
it probably is.
If anyone approaches you

with a deal that involves
easy payment plans for a
product to be sent to you
later, ask to see credentials.
In fact, in Orange County,
anyone selling products
door-to-door needs to carry
an interstate commerce license or a county occupational license. Demand to
see it. On campus, anyone
selling products in the open
must have a solicitation permit issued by the university
administration offices.
Every September there
are thousands of university
students stung by magazine
subscription hawkers who
get a down payment from
students by approaching
them either on campus or at
their apartments. Because
these representatives are
generally close to college
age, incoming students tend
to identify with and trust
them. Don't feel bad about
protecting your own interests. If they do represent a

UCF police department

advises prevention first
The Department of Public Safety and Police is the department
responsible for law enforcement, parking services, security, disaster
planning, andemergencyresponseatthe UniversityofCentralFlorida.
The Police Department, list.eel as Building 49 on the University Map, is
located on Libra Drive and operates 24 hours, 7 days a week.
Each swom officer has completed Florida Criminal Justice Standards and Training for law enforcement officers. All officers are
empowered by state law to make arrests, investigate crimes, and carry,
firearms. Officers additionally receive a minimwn of four hours per
month of training in areas such as emergency first aid, criminal law,
firearms, crisis intervention, victim rights, and cultural awareness.
Reporting a Crime on Campus
Any crime or suspicious activity should be reported tD Police immediately at 8235555 non-emergency, or 911, EMERGENCY ONLY
Police - Fire - Medical
Other Police Services
Police officers provide support for all major event.s, held on campus,
commencement ceremonies and student sponsored activities. For help
in coordinating and planning an event, contact Patrol Commander, Lt.
Mike ~lanes at 823-2434.
Crime Prevention
Community services include: free fingerprinting, personal property
engraving, and free bicycle registration. The Student Escort Patrol
Service (SEPS) and University Police Officers provide walking escorts
on campus during nighttime. hours. For an escort on campus, dial 3-

2424.
The university-wide crime prevention program, is called "Campus
Watch." Program activities h ..:lp tD promote safety on campus. Presentations are available which offer tips on personal safety and create
greater public awareness. Police crime reports are published weekly,in
the Central Florida Future.
Other statistics are available from the Office ofUniversity Relations

upoo. request.
VictimAdwcat.e
823-5555 or 823-242f>
An Advocate is available to assist victims of sexual assault or other
crimes of violence. The advocate can assist in locating counseling or
other needed social services. Advocates are also available to aid victims
throughout any legal processes. Police reports are encouraged but may
not be required tn receive assistance.
provided by Richard P. Turkiewia:, Director UCF Police
When writing a paper, always use the word 'juxtapose." For some
reason, professors think you know what you're talking about
when they see th is. Rem em her, it can only be used to compare two
nouns.
To join two phrases which would otherwise sound ridiculous next
to each other. use the conjunctive catch-all ''by the same token;"
for example: "Dante was a highly symbolic writer who, by the
~anw token. was a strict literalist."

legitimate company, they
will have the necessary papers and they shouldn't be
embarrassed to show them.
Another means that solicitors
get tD college students is over the
telephone. Once the university
telephonedirectmycomesoutearly
in the year, your phone number
andst.atnsasastudentisknown.
Watch for a slew ofcalls in February and March.
If you are contacted, be immediately suspicious of a caller
of any offer including free merchandise or prizes. Sometimes
the handling fees or shipping
tacked on will be a higher price
than the value of the merchandise itself. Also, be on guard
whenever the caller insists that
an investment, purchase or donation must be made immediately, no matter how valid the
reasoning appears.
Never, we repeat, never give
your credit card number over
the phone unless you have initiated the call. Finally, write down
the names of any representa-

tives with whom you speak.
Remember that any signed
contract is subject tD a xx hour
cool-downperioQ.andthatitcan
be revoked at any time in that
period. You can also stop payment on any check you may
regret writing for a loss of just
$25.
Don't feel embarrassed to
change your mind. Mer all, it's
your money and good name on
the line.
Some general rules to follow
when dealing with anyone asking for donations or trying tD
sell you anything are:
•Never make any contribution or purchase under pressure. Give yourselftime to think
about it.
• Ask for the name of the
person in charge ofthe company
or organization being represented.
•Make sure you understand
exactly what is being offered
and the details of the contract.
Ask for written confirmation of
all orders.

N-E VER
take a class
with an instructor who
has
•tten
the textbook.

Saving money as a student
Ideas to use and places to go for a cheap and easy time
FUN STUFF OFF CAMPUS

mation call 273-9600.

Munching on a budget

Fordiscountedticketsroshowsas
well as movies and attractions,
don't forget the Kiosk right here
on campus.

Two can share a buffet if the
second person orders a soda.
Just tell the person behind the
counter you dirtied your plate
and fork and need new ones.
'When at some restaurants, you
can make your own lemonade
with water, sugar and lemons.

If you're into something a little
more mellow, the Beacham's
Jazz and Blues Club on Orange
Avenue can be fun. For more
information call 843-3078.

Don't forget the benefits ofcouponclipping.Groceryshopping
is generally cheaper thsn eating out so try to stock up.

Cheap movies and good food can
be found at the Aloma Cinema
Drafthouse onAlomaAvenuein
Winter Park.

Fun places to go
The Edge is a popular 18-andup club that stays open until 6
a.m. Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday nights and is located
on Livingston Street in downtown Orlando. It's a huge converted warehouse; outside
there's a court with live reggae
music and the Orbitron (or the
Gyrosphere). The club offers
plenty of progressive and rave
music.. Such diverse acts as
Sophie B. Hawkins and Testament have played there in the
past. Formore information call
839-4331.

Inexpensive movies can also be
found at Park 11 Theater on Lee
Road and 17-92 in Winter Park.
The Enzian on 17-92 in Maitland
offers the best in alternative and
foreign films. For more information call 644-4662.
For an alternative to the nightclub scene, try one of the many
coffeehouses that have sprung
up in Orlando. Downtown on Orange Avenue there is Chapters, a
coffeehouseibookstore where you
can relax, listen tD music and play
games. For more information call

426-8365.

On Lee Road in Winter Park,
JustarowidthecomerisYabYurn
which caters tD a slightly younger
crowd. YabYum offers open mike
nightMondays..Wednesdaysst.artinganywherefrom 9:30-10:30p.m
The Frat House on the comer of with free cover and ThursdaysAlafaya Trail and Colonial Drive Saturdays there's live music with
is close tD campus. It combines a $1 cover. It's closed Sundays. For
sportsbar,poolroomsandadance more information call 422-3322.
club with house music. The Frat
Houseletsinpeople 18andolder, UrsaMinorisanothercoffeehouse
the cover is $1for21 and up, $5 that's right near campus, across
forfemalesunder21and$10for from the Frat House on Colonial
males under 2L For more infor- Drive. UrsaMinorisopen lla.m.there is J.J. Whispers, a dance
club that closes at 2 am. For
more information call 629-4785
aft.er 8 p.rn.

2 am., offering live music at
night with drum circles Tuesday
nights and open mike night
(acoustic only) on Wednesdays.
From Thursdays tn Saturdays,
there's a cover charge from $2 to
$3. For more information call
282-5226.
The JwikYard in Butler Plaza
in Casselberry offers blues music and good food. There's no
cover during the week, and on
weekendsitcostsanywherefrom
$3-$5. For more information call
678-9273.
For inexpensive daytime fun,
try
canoeing on the
Econolockhatchee River. A
short drive will take you to the
Hidden River RV park, about
five minutes east of Alafaya
Trail on Colonial Drive. There
you can rent canoes and
paddles for almost half the
price of Wekiva River canoe
rentals.
Anotherfun, cheapwaytn spend
thedayistubingatRockSprings,
a 45-minute drive from campus.
The nearest mall is Orlando
Fashion Square Mall on Colonial Drive in Orlando. It's a twostory mall with major department stnres like Burdines and
Searsandmanyspecialtyshops,
as well as a food court upstairs.
ShopwiththetouristsatChurch
StreetStation, a section ofdowntown that comes alive at night
withmusicandvariousspecialty
acts.Manyshopsandnightclubs.
For scenic shopping by downrown Winter Park on Park Avenue and its many charming
shops.
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